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Abstract—Cloud Computing researches involve a tremendous
amount of entities such as users, applications, and virtual ma-
chines. Due to the limited access and often variable availabil-
ity of such resources, researchers have their prototypes tested
against the simulation environments, opposed to the real cloud
environments. Existing cloud simulation environments such as
CloudSim and EmuSim are executed sequentially, where a more
advanced cloud simulation tool could be created extending them,
leveraging the latest technologies as well as the availability of
multi-core computers and the clusters in the research laboratories.
This research seeks to develop Cloud2Sim, a concurrent and
distributed cloud simulator, extending CloudSim while exploiting
the features provided by Hazelcast, Infinispan and Hibernate
Search to distribute the storage and execution of the simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Simulations empower the researchers with an effective
and quicker way to test the prototype developments of their
research. As cloud computing environments consist of data
centers and applications distributed on a planetary-scale, cloud
simulations are used for evaluating algorithms and strategies
that are under research and development. While some of
the simulators are general-purpose, others focus on a nar-
rower domain. CloudSim [1], EmuSim [2], SimGrid [3], and
GreenCloud [4] are some of the mostly used general-purpose
cloud simulation environments. MDCSim [5] and DCSim [6]
are simulators designed specifically for datacenter simulation.
OverSim [7], PlanetSim [8], and PeerSim [9] are simulators for
peer-to-peer and overlay networks. Many grid simulators such
as SimGrid [3] evolved into cloud simulators, or have been
extended into a cloud simulator.

Cloud simulation environments require a considerable
amount of memory and processing power to simulate a complex
cloud scenario. Processors are increasingly becoming more
powerful with multi-core architectures. Computing clusters in
the research laboratories themselves could be used to run
complicated large simulations in a distributed manner, as in
BOINC derivatives [10]. However, current simulation tools
provide limited support to utilize these resources, as they are
mostly written with a sequential execution model targeting
to run on a single server. This work researches and imple-
ments a concurrent and distributed cloud simulator, named
“Cloud2Sim”, using the distributed shared memory provided by
Hazelcast [11] and Infinispan [12], while exploiting the search
capabilities offered by Hibernate search [13].

Originally developed as GridSim, a grid simulation tool,
CloudSim was later extended as a Cloud Simulation environ-
ment. Initially having GridSim as a major building block [14],

CloudSim was further developed as a cloud simulator on its
own. Due to its modular architecture which facilitates cus-
tomizations, it is extended into different simulation tools such
as CloudAnalyst [15] and NetworkCloudSim [16]. Developed
in Java, CloudSim is portable. CloudSim can be easily modified
by extending the classes, with a few changes to the CloudSim
core. Its source code is open and maintained. Hence, CloudSim
was picked as the core module to build the distributed simulator.

In the remaining of the paper, we will discuss the pre-
liminary background information on CloudSim in section II.
Section III discusses design and implementation of Cloud2Sim,
and how CloudSim is customized and extended to be a dis-
tributed and concurrent cloud simulator. Section IV presents
some preliminary evaluation results. Section V closes the paper
with some conclusions and ongoing efforts.

II. BACKGROUND

A. CloudSim

CloudSim defines the parameters of the cloud environ-
ments such as hosts, VMs, applications, and datacenters by
the instances of different classes. Datacenter is the resource
provider which simulates infrastructure as a service. Multiple
hosts are created inside datacenters [17]. There should be
at least one datacenter in the system, for CloudSim to start
execution. DatacenterBroker is responsible for application
scheduling and coordinating the resources. Datacenter broker
functions as the coordinating entity of resources and user
applications. A single broker or a hierarchy of brokers can be
initiated depending on the simulation scenario.

Fig. 1. CloudSim scheduling operations

Figure 1 shows how a cloud environment is represented by
the architecture of CloudSim in a high level, focusing on the
resource scheduling. CPU unit is defined by Pe (Processing
Element) in terms of million instructions per second (MIPS).



Multi-core processors are created by adding multiple Pe objects
to the list of processing elements. All processing elements of
the same machine have the same processing power (MIPS). Pro-
cessing elements are the shared resources. Cloudlets represent
the applications that share these resources among them. Status
of a processing element can be FREE (1), BUSY/Allocated (2),
or FAILED (3), indicating its availability for the cloudlet.

Each of the VMs is assigned to a host. Each cloudlet is
assigned to a VM, and the processing elements are shared
among the VMs in a host and among the executing cloudlets
in the VMs. Complicated real-world cloud scenarios can be
simulated by appropriately extending the broker and the other
classes. Virtual machines and cloudlets are created and added
to the respective lists. Once the simulation is started, the list of
cloudlets and virtual machines are submitted to the broker. The
broker handles the allocation of VMs to the hosts and cloudlets
to the VMs, and leads the simulation behavior such as deciding
which of the available cloudlets to be executed next.

B. Hazelcast

Hazelcast provides the distributed implementations for
the java.util.concurrent package. By extending the concurrent
hashmaps, executor service, and other data structures to func-
tion in a distributed environment, Hazelcast facilitates a seam-
less development and deployment of a distributed execution
environment. Computer nodes running Hazelcast can join or
create a Hazelcast cluster using either multicast or TCP-IP.
Multiple Hazelcast instances can also be created from a single
node by using different ports, hence providing a distributed
execution inside a single machine. The Hazelcast monitoring
tool monitors the execution and the distribution of the data
structures across the partitions, as well as the status and health
of the nodes. As a distributed in-memory data grid, Hazelcast
has been already used in researches, mostly to distribute the
storage across multiple instances [18].

C. Infinispan

Infinispan is a distributed key/value data-grid [12]. When
used as a cluster-aware data-grid over multiple nodes, Infinis-
pan can execute applications that would not run on a single
node/computer due to the limited availability of resources. By
utilizing multiversion concurrency control, Infinispan permits
concurrent readers and writers, opposed to the coarse grained
Java concurrency control and synchronization. Hence, when
used as a local in-memory cache, Infinispan outperforms Con-
currentHashMap.

While Infinispan can be used as a distributed cache for
scaling the storage and execution out, fault-tolerance can be
achieved with Infinispan as a replicated cache. Built-in eviction
allows Infinispan to store huge objects that do not fit into the
memory, by integrating with a persistency layer consisting of
relational or NoSQL databases. Infinispan has been used in
many researches, as an in-memory data-grid. Infinispan depends
on two-phase commit based replication, which can further be
made more efficient with partial replication techniques with
weak consistency [19].

Hazelcast and Infinispan have similar functionality, and both
can be used as an in-memory cache to build a Data-as-a-Service
solution. While Infinispan has been optimized to function as a

distributed as well as a local cache, Hazelcast targets mostly to
be a distributed cache.

III. CLOUD2SIM

Cloud2Sim, our contribution, is designed to be run on top
of a cluster. It uses Hazelcast and Infinispan to distribute the
storage of VM, Cloudlet, and datacenter objects and also to
distribute the execution to the instances in the cluster. Users
have the freedom to choose Hazelcast based or Infinispan
based distribution, customize to use both, or develop their own
distribution methodology.

Fig. 2. Cloud2Sim Architecture

A. Architecture and Design

Figure 2 depicts a layered architecture of Cloud2Sim,
hiding the fine architectural details of CloudSim. Classes of
CloudSim are extended and a few are also modified. Hazelcast,
Infinispan, and Hibernate Search are used unmodified. The
packages cloudsim.hazelcast and cloudsim.infinispan re-
spectively integrate Hazelcast and Infinispan into the simulator.
HazelSim is a singleton class that is responsible for initiating
the Hazelcast clusters and ensuring that the minimum number
of instances are present in the cluster before the simulation
begins. Properties of the cluster such as whether the caching
should be enabled in the simulation environment, and when
the unused objects should be evicted from the instances are
configured by hazelcast.xml. Hazelcast can also be con-
figured programmatically for Cloud2Sim using HazelSim.
HzObjectCollection provides access to the distributed objects
such as Hazelcast maps. InfiniSim provides similar function-
ality for the Infinispan based distribution.

The compatibility layer enables the execution of the same
CloudSim simulations, on top of either the Hazelcast and
Infinispan based implementations, or the pure CloudSim dis-
tribution, by abstracting away the dependencies on Hazelcast
and Infinispan. The concurrency layer consists of callables and
runnables for asynchronous invocations to concurrently exe-
cute. As complex objects should be serialized before sending
them to other instances over the wire, custom serializers were
written for V m, Cloudlet, Host, Datacenter, and the other
distributed objects.

The scheduling package provides enhancements to the
existing application scheduling capabilities of CloudSim.
Matchmaking-based scheduling algorithms have to search



through the object space to find a matching resource for the
application requirements [20], [21]. Hibernate search is used to
handle the scheduling in highly complex scenarios that involve
searching large maps consisting of VMs, cloudlets, and the user
requirements. An additional layer of cloudsim.app on top of
CloudSim provides user level utility functionalities, assisting
the construction of simulations. config.properties is used to
input CloudSim specific parameters such as the number of
resources and users to be present in the simulation, such that
simulations can be run with varying loads, without recompiling.
DatacenterBroker and Datacenter are extended to provide a
distributed execution. Extended brokers and their interaction
with the resources and cloudlets are depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Class Diagram of Cloud2Sim Brokers

B. Implementation Details

Distributing the simulation environment has been imple-
mented using an incremental approach.

1) Distributed Storage: Initially, Hazelcast was just used to
provide a distributed storage. An instance of the Initiator class
initiates a Hazelcast instance and keeps the node connected to
the Hazelcast cluster. Simulator, the simulator instance is run
from the master class, while an instance of Initiator is run
from the other instances. Instances of Hazelcast IMap are used
as the data structure. Hazelcast monitoring tool indicated equal
partitioning of storage across all the instances. It was possible
to execute the memory-hungry applications that would not run
in a single node, as the required memory to store the objects
exceeded the available memory in any single node in the cluster.
However, distributing the complex VM and Cloudlet objects
introduced communication and serialization costs.

2) Distributed Execution: Classes extending the Runnable
and Callable interfaces are used to submit the VMs and
Cloudlets concurrently. Further, Hazelcast IExecutorService
make the execution distributed. Initially, master and workers
were implemented as different classes, named Simulator and
SimulatorSub. Later, the Simulator instances were unified,
such that a same Simulator class can be run from all the
instances. The first instance to join the cluster becomes the
master, where other instances will be the workers. Master
executes the core fractions of the logic which should not be
run parallel for a correct execution. The different approaches
of distributed execution is depicted by Figure 4.

3) Data locality: Pulling data from each of the nodes for
execution has a higher communication cost. To overcome this,
Data locality features provided by Hazelcast are exploited to
send the logic to the data instead. Callables and runnables
are made to implement HazelcastInstanceAware interface,
where each member of the cluster executes part of the logic on
the objects that are stored in the local partitions of the respective
nodes.

Fig. 4. Partitioning Approaches

TABLE I. EXECUTION TIME (SEC) FOR CLOUDSIM VS. CLOUD2SIM

nodes Simple Simulation Simulation with a workload
CloudSim 3.678 1247.400

Cloud2Sim (1 node) 20.914 1259.743
Cloud2Sim (2 nodes) 16.726 120.009
Cloud2Sim (3 nodes) 14.432 96.053
Cloud2Sim (6 nodes) 20.307 104.440

IV. EVALUATION

A cluster with 6 identical nodes (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
2600K CPU @ 3.40GHz and 12 GB memory) was used for
evaluations. Table I shows the time taken to simulate a round
robin application scheduling with 200 users, 15 datacenters
each with 20 hosts, 200 VMs, and 400 cloudlets. CloudSim
outperformed Cloud2Sim in the base execution without an
actual workload, due to the inherent overloads involved in
Cloud2Sim. Cloud2Sim with 2 or 3 nodes showed a consid-
erable improvement in the execution time when the cloudlets
contained a relevant workload to be simulated once scheduled.

A fair matchmaking-based scheduling [20], [21] scenario
is implemented to depict a practical use case of distributed
execution of simulations. While other parameters are kept
constant as in the previous scenario, the number of cloudlets
was changed. The workload of this execution is a matchmaking-
based cloudlet scheduling. Each cloudlet and VM has a variable
length or size. Each cloudlet requires the executing VM to
have a minimal size, which is a function of the cloudlet
length. Cloudlets search the object space to find the best fit
for this specification, and bind themselves to the VM that is
the best fit. While ensuring that the minimal specifications
are met, cloudlets also ensure fairness, by not binding to a
VM that is much larger than their specification size. This
avoids overloading the large VMs, and schedules a fair share of
cloudlets to the VMs that they are bound to, in a round robin
manner.

Figure 5 depicts the time taken for simulations with different
number of cloudlets to complete the scheduling, with multiple
nodes. Execution time for CloudSim was almost the same as the
simulation time in a single node in Cloud2Sim, except when the
simulation size was very small. As the simulation size becomes
larger with large number of VMs and cloudlets, simulation
time grows exponentially due to the increasing search and
matchmaking space, when running on a single instance. This
exponential growth is handled and mitigated when running on
multiple instances, as the execution is evenly distributed across
the instances.

As more instances are added, simulation performs faster.
The performance gain, or the percentage improvement in the
simulation time for the multiple instances is shown by Figure 6.



Fig. 5. Simulation Time for Matchmaking-based scheduling

Fig. 6. Speedup - Percentage Improvement of the Distributed Execution

As shown by the simulation experiments, Cloud2Sim pro-
vides a considerable performance gain to the simulations,
compared to their serial execution. It also exhibits a positive
scalability for larger simulations, handling the simulations
effectively through a distributed execution.

V. CONCLUSION

Simulation tools try to portray a geo-distributed decen-
tralized environment using network and topology simulation
code that is serial and manipulating a large global state that
is considered consistent. Hence, their performance is far from
ideal. Cloud2Sim attempts to address this concern by extending
the existing CloudSim cloud simulator, utilizing distributed
shared memory projects. A Hazelcast based Cloud2Sim imple-
mentation has already been completed, and is being fine-tuned
and benchmarked against CloudSim for multiple scenarios.
Infinispan and Hibernate Search based distributed simulations
are currently researched and designed. Cloud2Sim1 scales rea-
sonably well, and distributes the storage and execution almost
equally among all the instances. Upon completion, Cloud2Sim
will have the advantages of CloudSim, while being efficient,
faster, customizable, and scalable.
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